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DATE: 10/18/16
PHOTO. NO. P-30-3
The Contractor will be required to remove the existing asphalt walk 9’-0” length and grade the exterior courtyard to allow free swing of the new door system.

New asphalt walk shall be 80” wide to accommodate the width of the new swing doors for a length of 5’-0” and begin gradual taper to existing walk width.

Grade courtyard to slope away from concrete ledge and drain to yard drain.

Place 4” topsoil, seed and cover with hay. Water daily x 3 weeks.
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DATE: 10/18/16
PHOTO. NO. P-30-6
The Contractor will be required to remove the existing asphalt walk 9'-0" length and grade the exterior courtyard to allow free swing of the new door system.

New asphalt walk shall be 80" wide to accommodate the width of the new swing doors for a length of 5'-0" and begin gradual taper to existing walk width.

Grade courtyard to slope away from concrete ledge and drain to yard drain.

Place 4" topsoil, seed and cover with hay. Water daily x 3 weeks.
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DATE: 10/18/16
PHOTO. NO. P-30-8
MAINTAIN SAME TRANSOM DETAIL AT WALL LOCATION.
FINISH EDGE OF WALL AND PROVIDE RECEPTOR TO MAINTAIN FIRE SEPARATION. PATCH & PAINT WALL

CHANGE TO GLASS TRANSOM GL-1

ALIGN TRANSOM WITH LIMESTONE MORTAR JOINT

MAINTAIN SAME TRANSOM DETAIL AT WALL LOCATION.
FINISH EDGE OF WALL AND PROVIDE RECEPTOR TO MAINTAIN FIRE SEPARATION.
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